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In response to the
enactment of the Credit
Rating Services Act (the
Act), No. 24 of 2012, which
came into effect on 15 April
2013, the Financial Services
Board (FSB) issued rules to
facilitate the
implementation of the Act.

Background

The Credit Rating Services Act, 2012,

came into effect on 15 April 2013.

Among other things, it specifically

emphasises the independence,

objectivity, integrity and quality of

credit rating agencies and the rating

process as a whole.

The Act ensures that South Africa

has legislation in place on an ‘at least

equivalent basis with international

requirements’ and in line with the

G20 requirement of regulated and

accountable credit rating agencies at

a global level.

In response to the enactment of the

Act, the FSB issued the Rules to

provide additional guidance and

ensure uniform implementation of

the Act.

The Rules detail the requirements of

the Act and standardise policies,

procedures and practices to be

adopted by the credit rating

agencies.

Pertinent matters within the

respective sections of the Rules are

highlighted below.

Organisational
requirements

The Rules list the organisational

requirements relating to the

structure and duties of the board of

directors (the board), internal

controls and outsourcing

arrangements.

Structure and duties of the
board

Emphasis is placed on the
independence of the board, financial
services expertise and subscription
to the principles and practices of
effective corporate governance as
contemplated in the King Report on
Governance for South Africa –
2009.

The board must have at least two

independent members who are not

involved in credit rating services,

with the following rules specifically

applicable to these members:

 They may not serve on the board

for a term exceeding five years;

 Compensation arrangements

must not impair or appear to

impair their independence;

 They must have the specific task

of monitoring and supervising:

 Credit rating policy and

methodologies used by the

agency in its credit rating

services;

 Effectiveness of the internal

control system;

 Procedures to identify,

eliminate, manage or

disclose conflicts of

interest; and

 Compliance and governance

procedures.

Opinions on the specific

tasks above must be

presented to the board

periodically.

Internal controls

A credit rating agency must

establish, maintain, enforce and

document policies and procedures to

ensure compliance with its

obligations under the Act and the

Rules.

This includes a requirement to

establish an independent review

function, which reports directly to

the board and is responsible for

periodically reviewing its

methodologies, models and key

rating assumptions, and any

significant changes or modifications

thereto.

Outsourcing arrangements

In instances where the operational

functions of a credit rating agency

are outsourced, the credit rating

agency remains liable and must

ensure that the arrangement does

not impair the quality of the agency’s

internal controls or the ability of the

registrar to supervise the agency’s

compliance with the Act and Rules.

The agency must furthermore ensure

the confidentiality of information is

maintained and safeguarded by the

persons undertaking the outsourced

functions of the credit rating agency.
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Independence and conflicts
of interest

Conflicts of interest

The Rules require a credit rating

agency to identify, eliminate or

manage any actual or potential

conflicts of interest that may

influence the analysis and judgments

of its analysts, employees or any

natural person whose services are

placed at the disposal or under the

control of the credit rating agency,

and who are directly involved in the

issuing of credit ratings and persons

approving credit ratings.

The credit rating agency must design

appropriate and sufficient

procedures and reporting channels

to ensure all actual or potential

conflicts of interest are identified,

eliminated and/or managed.

The Rules on conflicts of interest

furthermore note circumstances like

ownership of securities or financial

instruments in the rated entity,

related-party relationships with a

rated entity; requiring disclosure

and/or withholding of a credit rating.

Analyst and employee
independence

Independence requirements for

analysts and employees involved in

the rating process must be adhered

to in order to ensure that credit

ratings are not affected by any actual

or potential conflict of interest.

A credit rating agency must

establish, maintain, and enforce

policies and procedures to ensure

that the ratings issued by an analyst

or employee of the credit rating

agency are subject to an annual

review to determine whether any

employees’ conflicts of interest

influenced the credit rating (a ‘look-

back review’); and that the credit

rating agency may take action to

revise the rating if appropriate, in

accordance with such policies and

procedures.

Quality and integrity of
credit ratings

Quality of the rating process

A credit rating agency must adopt,

implement and enforce written

procedures to ensure that a credit

rating that the agency publishes is

based on a thorough analysis of all

information known to the agency

that is relevant to its analysis and in

accordance with its own published

rating methodology.

A credit rating agency must include

an attestation with any credit rating

it issues affirming:

 That no part of the rating was
influenced by any other business
activities of the credit rating
agency;

 That the rating was based solely
on the merits of the rated entity,
security or financial instruments
being rated;

 That such rating was an
independent evaluation of the
risks and merits of the rated
entity, security or financial
instrument; and

 The validity of the rating.

Monitoring, surveillance and
updating

A review function comprising of

adequate personnel with sufficient

financial resources for the

monitoring, surveillance and

updating of ratings must be

established.

Monitoring and surveillance must be

done on an ongoing basis and at least

annually, in particular where

material changes occur that could

have an impact on an existing credit

rating.

Integrity of the rating process

The credit rating agency and its

employees must comply with all

applicable laws and regulations

governing its activities and must be

held to high standards of integrity.

A credit rating agency must record

the justification for a differing

assessment in cases where the

agency departs from existing credit

ratings prepared by another credit

rating agency with regards to

underlying assets or structured

financial instruments.

Presentation of credit
ratings

The Rules deal with the required

disclosures in terms of the Act. In

essence, prominent, transparent and

complete disclosure must be made

that will assist the user to better

understand the underlying

methodology, assumptions and

limitations in the determination of

the credit rating.

Reference must be made to all

substantially material sources of

information used to prepare a credit

rating.

Additional obligations in
relation to credit ratings of
structured finance
instruments

Due to the constantly changing,

innovative nature and complexity of

structured finance instruments,

additional considerations, due

diligence procedures, disclosures,

analytical frameworks etc. are

required to ensure that appropriate

credit ratings are made.
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The Rules provide detailed guidance

on considerations to be made, items

to regard and required disclosures in

terms of the Act.

Sufficient information must be

disclosed to ensure that investors can

understand the basis for the agency’s

rating of structured finance

instruments.

Disclosure and record
keeping

Additional disclosures

Annual disclosure to the registrar

must be made for credit ratings

issued and withdrawn during the

reporting period, any modification of

the credit rating agency’s systems,

resources and procedures as well as a

list of ancillary services provided to a

rated entity or any related third

party.

Record keeping

A credit rating agency must maintain

internal records and audit trials

supporting its credit ratings, written

policies and procedures in relation to

the rating process and records

thereto.

The following retention periods are

applicable to credit rating agencies:

 Internal record and audit trails
supporting its credit ratings
must be retained for at least five
years;

 The agreement to provide credit
rating services between the
agency and the rated entity, or
its related parties, must be
retained for three years after the
termination of the relationship
with the aforementioned
parties; and

 Where the registration of a
credit rating agency is cancelled,
the agency must, with the
approval of the registrar, make

appropriate arrangements to
keep the records for an
additional term of at least three
years.

Advertising

Credit rating agencies must ensure

that advertising material and

advertisements published are

accurate, complete and not

misleading in any way. The material

used must distinguish between fact

and opinion.

Agencies must also ensure that their

advertising material is not

comparative in relation to another

credit rating agency.

Guarantee and insurance
cover

To mitigate the risks inherent in its

business, a credit rating agency must

maintain appropriate guarantees or

professional indemnity or fidelity

insurance cover.

Control or prohibition of
incentives

Incentives pose a threat to the

independence of the credit rating

agency, its employees or any person

acting on its behalf and reasonable

steps must be taken to mitigate this

threat, including but not limited to

the implementation of a gift policy.

Responsibilities to investors
and the public

The final section of the Rules focuses

on the responsibilities of credit

rating agencies to investors and the

public. The section calls for fair

dealing, transparency of the credit

rating process, timeliness in the

distribution of credit ratings and

safekeeping of confidential

information. These principles are

fundamental to ensure that the

integrity of the credit rating services

industry is upheld and enhanced.

Complete and transparent disclosure

of the procedures, methodologies

and assumptions relevant to arriving

at a credit rating will better assist

users to gain a greater understanding

of what a credit rating is, the process

followed and the limitations on the

use thereof.

Any conduct that is illegal, unethical

or contrary to the credit rating

agency’s code of conduct, the Act or

the Rules must immediately be

reported to the compliance officer or

any other officer of the credit rating

agency, as appropriate.

Conclusion

The Credit Rating Services Act will

provide the foundation to enhancing

the credibility of credit rating

agencies and confidence in their

credit ratings. The guidance

provided by the Rules will assist in

the successful implementation of the

Act and immediate consideration

should be given to them.

Should you wish to discuss how we

can help you, please call your

regular contact or alternatively:

Ilse French

Director/Partner, Investment

Management Leader

ilse.french@za.pwc.com

+27 (11) 797 4094

Nicolette Jacobs

Director / Partner

Nicolette.jacobs@za.pwc.com

+27 (21) 529 2328


